We investigate the fabrication of sub-20 nm pillars by DSA lithography using PS-cylinder-forming PS-b-PMMA block copolymer (BCP). The approach is based on the removal of PMMA-matrix by either dry or wet etching to form PS pillars which act as a soft etching mask that can be further transferred to an intermediate hard one and then to the substrate. The process conditions of BCP self-assembly were optimized in terms of annealing temperature, brush layer composition and film thickness. It was demonstrated that PS/PMMA volume fractions of 50/50 in the PS-r-PMMA brush layer is the most adapted to obtain standing PS cylinders. Top-down SEM images showed a hexagonal array of PS cylinders in a PMMA matrix with a natural period of 33.5 nm (determined by Fast Fourier Transform FFT method) and CD around 15 nm. Both wet and dry etching strategies for PMMA removal were discussed. It was shown that UV exposure followed by organic solvent development is necessary to decrease pattern collapsing during PMMA removal step which is the most critical issue for pillar fabrication. PMMA removal by dry etching was shown to completely avoid this pattern collapsing. Finally, pillars etching transfer to typical organic Si containing antireflective coating and spin on carbon (SiARC/SOC) hard mask and then to the silicon substrate was demonstrated. Si pillars of 15 nm CD and 70 nm height were obtained with a straight profile shape.
INTRODUCTION
Directed self-assembly (DSA) of block copolymers (BCPs) stands out as a promising and attractive patterning technique for nanoscale device fabrication in semiconductors and data storage applications [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . It is still competing today with other emerging patterning approaches (Extreme UV lithography, nano-imprint lithography, parallel e-beam lithography) in order to replace or complement the conventional optical lithography in high volume manufacturing due to its easy processing, cost-effectiveness and fab-compatibility with current CMOS process flows [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . Taking advantage of intrinsic chemical properties of BCPs, high-resolution, self-organized and well-oriented nano-domains with controlled dimensions (10 -50 nm) and geometries (cylinders or lamellae) can be obtained after microphase separation leading to different types of features: contacts, pillars, lines and spaces. Over the last years, DSA has been extensively studied and many achievements have been demonstrated in patterning performances and devices fabrication. A main focus has been devoted to DSA process development using the industry standard Polystyrene-block-Poly (Methyl Methacrylate) (PS-b-PMMA) BCP due to its well-known properties and its compatibility of synthesis, processing and characterization with manufacturing. For line/space applications, the formation of ~ 30 nm-pitch fins by DSA using lamellar-morphology PSb-PMMA for FINFET transistor devices was demonstrated by several groups [1] [2] [3] [4] . DSA line and space patterning performances were discussed in terms of critical dimension (CD) uniformity, pitch multiplication, defectivity and roughness using a high volume manufacturing (HVM) process flow. Silicon fins with 100 nm depth after transfer etching of PS mask with pre-determined customization were also demonstrated. Several other groups were interested in contact VIA patterning by DSA for logic or memories devices in sub-10 nm nodes [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Contact hole shrink and repair using cylindrical-morphology PS-b-PMMA BCP (PS as majority phase) have been shown with good CD uniformity, accurate alignment and good pattern fidelity after etching to hard mask sublayers. CD and pitch of ~ 20 nm and 35 -45 nm were reported, respectively. Concerning pillar fabrication by DSA, it was introduced as a potential HVM patterning technique for phase change material (PCM)-based memory devices [13, 14] . For that, cylindrical-morphology PS-b-PMMA BCP (PS as majority phase) was used to create 20 -30 nm nanopores. After etching to dielectric hard mask, either atomic layer deposition (ALD) of PCM material or image reversal with metal and plasma etch transfer into a PCM film were performed to fabricate the PCM pillars. Similarly, sequential infiltration synthesis (SIS) of aluminum oxide (Al2O3) in block copolymer has been also reported for pillars fabrication [20] [21] [22] . The approach is based on the selective infiltration of PMMA-cylinders with alumina followed by plasma dry etching of the PS-matrix. Hence, Al2O3 pillars are fabricated and used as a hard mask for transfer etching to adjacent layers. Although many achievements have been demonstrated in literature for contacts and lines patterning by DSA, process for pillar fabrication by DSA is still not so much investigated and was mainly based on the use of PMMA-cylinder forming PS-b-PMMA BCP and matrix inversion by the process.
In this work, we investigate the fabrication of sub-20 nm pillars by DSA lithography using PS-cylinder-forming PS-b-PMMA BCP. In this case, we are proposing to make the matrix inversion at the material level itself instead of doing it by the process and to push forward the approach capabilities in terms of etching and integration. We will focus on free surface patterning which allows us to make a fast evaluation of BCP materials and first tuning of the self-assembly process parameters. It is also a simple way to validate the masking robustness of realized pillars for plasma transfer etching.
EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

Materials
Cylindrical-morphology Polystyrene-b-poly(methyl methacrylate) (PS-b-PMMA) di-block copolymer (BCP) with a PS/PMMA weight ratio of 30/70 was used in this paper (PMMA as a majority phase). The molecular weights of PS and PMMA are 17 Kg/mol and 45 kg/mol, respectively. Different PS-r-PMMA random copolymers with different PS and PMMA volume fractions were used as brush layers in order to control the BCP domains orientation.
The block and random copolymers are supplied by ARKEMA-BREWER SCIENCE under the commercial name OptiLign™.
Process flow
We are interested in this paper on BCP pillars fabrication on planar surface or what we also called ''free surface''. First, the random copolymer PS-r-PMMA solution is spin coated on 300 mm wafer using RF3 track from Screen in order to obtain a film of about 50 nm thickness. The wafer is then annealed at 220°C for 2 min to ensure the chemical grafting of the material and rinsed in propylene glycol methyl ether acetate (PGMEA) during 1 min to remove the un-grafted random polymer chains. The resulting grafted random layer of around 10 nm thickness (also known as a brush neutral layer) is important to ensure the perpendicular orientation of PS cylinders to the substrate. Afterwards, the PS-b-PMMA diblock copolymer solution is spin-coated on the top of the random brush layer with different film thicknesses (20 nm, 35 nm and 50 nm) and then baked to induce the self-assembly process. 
Characterizations
For the characterization, film thicknesses were measured with a Nanometrics ellipsometer. Top-view scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images after BCP self-assembly were taken by Hitachi H9300 or HCG4000 CD-SEMs with an accelerating voltage of 500 V. Cross-sectional SEM images were obtained using a Hitachi S5000 SEM.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
For process optimization, we first investigated different PS/PMMA compositions of the brush layer (Figure 1) . It was shown that PS/PMMA volume fractions of 50/50 in the brush layer is the most adapted to obtain PS-b-PMMA BCP selfassembly with a hexagonal array of standing PS cylinders within a PMMA matrix. The corresponding wetting angle contact of this brush layer is 76°. The result was validated at three different BCP film thicknesses. It has to be noted that the surface affinity of the underlayer was obviously shifted to higher PMMA affine for PMMA-cylinder forming BCP comparing to a PS-cylinder forming PS-b-PMMA BCP. Then, we were interested in the optimization of annealing conditions of BCP self-assembly (bake time and temperature) at different thicknesses of 20, 35 and 50 nm, respectively (Figure 2) . Thicker BCP film thickness is preferable for subsequent transfer etching but it is shown that higher thermal budget will be needed to ensure the phase separation and the self-assembly of BCP. Thicker the BCP film is, higher the needed annealing temperature for self-assembly is. For very high annealing temperature, the polymer was degraded and defect formation was seen as it is the case for the 35 nm film thickness at 300°C annealing temperature. It has to be also highlighted that higher thermal budget was needed for the self-assembly of a PS-cylinder forming BCP comparing to the PMMA-cylinder forming BCP. This can be related to the higher glass transition temperature and thus lower chain mobility for the higher PMMA-content material.
Figure 2. Process window (annealing temperature and BCP thickness) determination for BCP selfassembly. A same annealing time of 5 min was used. Green boxes mean that good organization of perpendicular PS cylinders without obvious defects is obtained. The scale bar of SEM images is 200 nm.
For an accurate determination of the self-assembly quality and kinetics, the ordering range length (or correlation length) was investigated through the measurement of grain-boundary-type defects using off-line treatment of SEM images with a home-made dedicated software. As shown in Figure 3 , the software allows to distinguish between PS domains (in yellow in Figure 3b ) and the PMMA matrix (in green in Figure 3b ) after a first binarization step, leading to the localization of the coordinates of each centroid. Afterwards, the block copolymer natural period as well as pillars diameters distribution are determined. It has to be noted that the binarization step plays a significant role in the CD measurement. The threshold value which is, in fact, an essential parameter, must be constant throughout the entire set of analyses to guarantee a reliable comparison. Furthermore, the software enables the detection of grain boundaries and a "defectivity" measurement based on Delaunay triangulation analysis. Indeed, a pillar defect is characterized by having a number of nearest neighbors different than 6 (typically 5 or 7). In Figure 3c , the blue dots correspond to contacts considered to be good candidates. The red dots correspond to defects identified through the abnormal number of neighbors criteria provided by the Delaunay triangulation analysis [23] . Annealing time Figure 4 shows an example of grain number defects and natural period evolution with the annealing time for a BCP thickness of 50 nm and an annealing temperature of 280°C. It is shown that a high level of defects is obtained for 1 min annealing with a morphology mixture of in-plane and out-of-plane cylinders. However, for higher annealing time (> 2 min), the self-assembly quality is enhanced and higher range ordering is observed. Surprisingly, the BCP natural period is showing a slight variation of around 3 nm with the annealing time. This behavior can be avoided by annealing under controlled atmospheric conditions using low oxygen hotplate as it has been reported by [24] . Once self-assembly conditions are optimized, the PMMA matrix must be selectively removed to perform PS pillars that can be transferred into under-layers by dry etching. In the literature, PMMA is known to be selectively removed with regards to PS in PMMA-cylinder-forming and lamellar-forming PS-b-PMMA BCP. Two different strategies have been reported. The first one is based on dry plasma etching using different chemistries such as oxygen, argon, or carbon monoxide [25] [26] [27] [28] . The second technique used is wet development in acetic acid or adequate organic solvent after ultraviolet (UV) exposure [29] [30] [31] [32] . In our case, both strategies are benchmarked for the PMMA removal in PS-cylinder forming PS-b-PMMA.
Figure 3. Image treatment and CD determination of self-assembled pillars: (a) raw image, (b) binarized and (c) CD measurement, (c) grain boundary defects detection and (d) Fast Fourier Transform FFT for natural period determination
The main challenge of the wet etching is the collapsing of high aspect ratio patterns. By adjusting the UV exposure, complete and selective removal of PMMA by wet development in isopropanol (IPA) was achieved without high collapsing of PS pillars at less than 35 nm BCP thickness ( Figure 5 ). In fact, the UV radiation leads to the degradation of the PMMA-block via chains scission and the cleavage of the PS/PMMA covalent bonds. It also permits the cross-linking of PS and the reduction of its solubility. The wet development allows thus the selective removal of PMMA while preserving the thickness and shape of PS patterns. On the other hand, we also used oxygen-based plasma dry etching for PMMA removal. The PS/PMMA dry etch selectivity was measured to be at 1.5 causing a PS thickness loss of around 20 nm after complete PMMA removal. Hence, higher BCP thickness was used (50 nm) leading to ~ 30 nm height PS pillars which was enough for etching transfer to the SiARC/SOC layer and then to the substrate. 
CONCLUSION
We investigated pillars fabrication process using PS-cylinder-forming PS-b-PMMA BCP. The process conditions were optimized in terms of BCP self-assembly annealing temperature/time, brush layer composition and PMMA removal strategy. It was demonstrated that PS pillars were successfully fabricated after the selective removal of PMMA matrix by either UV-assisted wet development or plasma dry etching. The main challenge was the collapsing of PS pillars, particularly under wet etching. A maximum allowed BCP thickness for wet etching is 35 nm before patterns collapsing. For dry etching, no collapsing was observed after PMMA removal and higher initial thickness was needed for etching transfer to the substrate. Finally, PS pillars were successfully transferred to an intermediate SiARC/SOC hard mask and then to the Si substrate with a good pattern fidelity. High aspect ratio Si pillars were achieved: 15 nm CD, 75 nm height.
In the future work, we will be interested in the fabrication of directed self-assembly (DSA) pillars using graphoepitaxy or chemoepitaxy approaches by taking into account the optimization performed in this work on free surface process.
